We demonstrate that, at a high energy hadron collider, the subprocess gluon+ gluon + quark + antiquark + lepton + antilepton is a severe background to the detection of a Higgs boson in the generally favored two W decay channel (when one W decays hadronically, the other leptonically) for Higgs masses up to and exceeding I TeV.
It has been anticipated""" that detection of the Higgs particle in its WW decay mode will be possible at a high energy hadron-hadron collider. The direct background from WW-pair production is substantially smaller than the Higgs production cross section in this mode, given expected resolution in the WW-pair invariant mass, for Higgs masses up to and somewhat beyond 1 TeV. In order to reconstruct this invariant mass at least one W must decay hadronically.
If both W's decay hadronically then QCD backgrounds are expected to be severe."' Thus, the mode in which one and only one W decays leptonically appears to be preferred. The charged lepton also provides an excellent trigger. In this paper --we show, however, that the subprocess gg + qq'll' (denoted by ggqq11 hereafter) forms a severe background to this mode at supercollider energies due to the very large gluon-gluon luminosity. We shall see that for all Higgs masses up to and exceeding 1 TeV it will probably be necessary to search for the Higgs in its ZZ-pair decay mode with both Z's decaying leptonically.
We shall consider two contributions to Higgs production. The first arises from gluon-gluon fusion"' ; the second arises from WW and 22 fusion ( we restrict ourselves to the dominant longitudinal W/Z contribution) """ "' . The ggqqZ1 background subprocess has been calculated in a convenient form in ref. 8 
Other variables which will be useful are the following-unless otherwise noted they are defined in the overall center of mass frame: a) the rapidity of the leptonically decaying W, yule,;
6) the rapidity of the hadronically decaying W, mnod; The full four body phase space will be integrated over subject to the cuts of eqn. (3). We also restrict the q? pair mass, the Zfi pair mass, and the WW-pair mass according to eqn. (1) At 800 GeV WW/ZZ fusion dominates the signal. Distributions with respect to the rapidity of Whad and WlcP reveal only minor differences between signal and background, and are not plotted. In fig. 3a we plot the distribution of signal and backgound with respect to ygr Clearly a cut requiring lyql < 2 is desireable.
This also applies to y*. In fig. 3b we plot distributions with respect to p;. As in the case of the lower mass Higgs a cut requiring large p: will considerably enhance the signal relative to the background. As at mH = 200 GeV these same statements also apply to p:. Distributions with respect to the lepton and antilepton transverse momenta also exhibit background enhancement at low $1 , However, we have found that a cut requiring large quark and antiquark pT's is sufficient to remove this enhancement. This later statement applies as well to It is our hope that a more refined treatment may lead to better signal/background ratios than we have been able to achieve in this first examination. If a 1 : 1 signal/background ratio is the best that can be achieved with reasonable cross section, and this only at high mH values where l?H is large, then we are forced to conclude that detection of the Higgs in its WW decay mode will be very difficult. When I'H is large the absolute cross section of the background must be computable with substantial certainty. In our calculation we have ignored K-factors and other higher order corrections, and have only employed one set of gluon distribution functions (EHLQ, Nsct = 2'11 ). Accurate knowledge of these ingredients is required before detection of an event excess would be possible. Of course, all these remarks apply equally to the 22 decay mode of the Higgs when one 2 decays hadronically and the other leptonically. The ggqqZZ background is of very similar size while the branching ratio for Higgs decay to the 22 channel is somewhat smaller than for decay to the WW channel. subjected to the same resolution, is larger. Thus we anticipate that the ggqqll subprocess will prove an awesome background to vector boson pair production in the above hadronic/leptonic decay channel. Even the associated production of a W and a 2 will be subject to this background when the 2 decays hadronically (assuming that the charge of a two jet pair cannot be determined). This subject will be more thoroughly explored in a future work.
We thus conclude that detection of the Higgs at a hadron collider in any mode other than its ZZ-pair decay channel with both Z's decaying leptonically,
will be far more difficult than heretofore anticipated. In addition observation of the standard WW-pair and ZZ-pair cross sections in any hadronic decay mode may prove impossible. 
